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ABSTRACT 

 

The two main characteristics of current market are dynamicity and 

unpredictability which can’t be satisfied by the traditional manufacturing system 

through pre-set parameters. Traditional production system is facing the challenge 

that evolves to a new generation manufacturing system which manufactures 

products in flexible volume with rapid product definition and system 

configuration. The advent of Evolvable Production System offers promising 

approach to adapt to the increasing customer consciousness and product 

differentiation. EPS improves system re-configurability by process-oriented 

modularity and multi-agent based distributed control system.  

 

Hakan Akillioglu (2011) proposed a demand responsive planning framework to 

enlighten the relation between planning system structure and the manufacturing 

system characteristics.  The proposed planning is still at the preliminary phase, it 

contains the coherent flow of planning activities and aims to achieve 

complementary model of production system and planning framework.   

 

This thesis is based on Hakan’s planning framework and focus on the 

development of the domain between material inventory and the material on the 

shop floor. The critical prerequisite of the proposed model is that material 

required to be delivered in the right type material, right amount and at the right 

location and right time under the dynamic environment of EPS.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

Manufacturing industry play a crucial role in the industrialized nation’ economy 

though information communication and intangible services have also been focused on 

in recent years. The competitive business environment is putting pressure on the 

design and development of manufacturing system in order to adapt to current dynamic 

market. With the increasing customer consciousness and product differentiation, 

traditional production system is facing the challenge that manufactures products in 

flexible volume with rapid product definition and system configuration. Thus the new 

generation of manufacturing system is strongly desired to be able to supply specific 

product for every single customer with shortest lead time. The attempts to attain 

responsive production system have resulting in the evolution from flexible production 

system to holonic manufacturing system. Holonic manufacturing system establishes 

the concept of holon which comprises an information processing part and a physical 

processing part. Autonomy and cooperative of holonic units forms a control structure 

which is between fully hierarchical and hierarchical structures[1, 2]. 

 

The aim is to tackle unpredictability and volatility of markets through distributed 

responsibilities, tasks, resources and behaviors that exceed the sum of the individual 

contribution. Further developments and tests on modern paradigms are deemed 

fundamental to achieve adaptable and sustainable solutions that can cope with the 

requirements identified above and enable a paradigm shift in industry[3]. 
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Evolvable Production System went one step further than holonic manufacturing 

system. The requirement of reprogramming every time the system configuration 

changes is avoided, which means when facing a new product type requirement the 

setup time can be reduced to seconds while traditional production may takes from 

hours to days. The avoidance of requirement of reprogramming is due to the 

multi-agent based distributed control of EPS. It aims to achieve full local autonomy 

and eliminates the master and slave relationship in the production system. The 

distributed control is supported by multi-agent based system which is the environment 

where agents interact in community. 

 

On the light of the above improvement, the traditional planning methodologies 

became unfeasible. Hakan Akillioglu (2011) proposed a planning reference 

architecture solution to link the relation between the production system and the 

planning system structure so as to benefit such a production system. It targets to solve 

the problems might arising in the dynamic manufacturing environment by 

harmonizing with the characteristics of EPS. 

 

 
Figure 1. Responsive Planning System of EPS[4] 
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1.2 Frame of Reference  

 

Manufacturing planning and control (MPC) concerns with planning and managing all 

fields of manufacturing, which includes material planning, production scheduling, 

labor arrangement, supply relationship management, customer relationship 

management and so on.  

 

Pull and push philosophies are two basic concepts in manufacturing planning and 

control. Pull philosophy is a manufacturing concept which indicates that the 

manufacturing starts only when the existing products consumed. That is to say, 

consumer triggers the production and replenishment processes. On the contrary, push 

philosophy indicates the companies start manufacturing according to demand forecast 

without any quota feedback from consumers. This concept is more proper for 

companies that don’t incorporate the customers’ needs into product design. 

 

Workload control is a production planning and control concept which helps to reduce 

throughput time, streamline inventory and improve delivery performance[5]. 

Applying effective release mechanism is the most direct way to control workload.  

 

Spearman introduced a release mechanism named CONWIP (CONstant Work In 

Process), where the work-in-process (WIP) is not constrained at every operation or 

machine instead the number of WIP in a total production “flow” is constrained[6]. 

Slar method is developed to control the workload by eliminating superfluous direct 

load without applying rigid norms[7]. Jobs in the pool are separated into urgent and 

non-urgent and job releases once it fulfills its corresponding conditions. 
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1.3 Research Scope 

 

Hakan Akillioglu (2011) proposed a demand responsive planning model which is still 

at the preliminary phase, it contains the coherent flow of planning activities and aims 

to achieve complementary model of production system and planning framework. The 

specific methodologies for each domain of the Hakan’s model are not detailed yet.  

Target of this work is to propose a pull mechanism which is able to filling the gap 

between material inventory and the material on the shop floor according to different 

product mix and order collating. The critical prerequisite of the proposed model is that 

material required to be delivered in the right type material, right amount and at the 

right location and right time under the dynamic environment of EPS. Challenge in the 

proposed pull mechanism is due to the dynamic job pool sequencing and layout 

change. Thus sequencing algorithm of the waiting orders is also proposed in the work 

since the pull mechanism relates to the workload control concept which contains both 

job sequencing and release mechanism. The establishment of relationship between 

demand and capacity is obtained to foresee the future layout structure. 

 

Purpose of the work is to build the link between the pull mechanism in the above 

reference architecture and the traditional workload control so as to suggest the 

material delivery planning with the understanding of EPS. The proposed material 

delivery planning to a large extent relies on the communication among agents which 

reveals one of the main characteristics of EPS. 

 

Figure 2. Research Scope 
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1.4 Outline of the Work 

 

The work is structured in three chapters, where chapter 4 is the main focus of the 

thesis supported by the understanding and analyzing of chapter 2 and chapter 3. 

Chapter 2 focuses on the understanding of EPS by clarifying two major characteristics 

of EPS: modularity and multi-agent based distributed control. Chapter 3 reviews the 

sequencing rule and release mechanisms in literature and highlights several common 

used release mechanisms, CONWIP, WIPLOAD, norm setting and Slar method. The 

literature study and analysis suggested norm setting is more proper for the EPS 

environment, which is adopted in the chapter 4 material delivery planning part.  

 

Chapter 4 suggests the material delivery planning aiming at delivering in the right 

type, type amount at the right location and time. Then it is concludes as an 

information flow diagram and a material flow diagram. At the end of the section, the 

relationship between demand and capacity is established and proposed in the 

consideration of system reconfiguration. 

. 

 
Figure 3. Outline of the Work 
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1.5 Limitations 

The material delivery planning in the thesis is based on the assumption that each 

module on the shop floor has different functionalities. The main concentrated target of 

the work is establish complementary framework to delivering the material in right 

type, amount at the right location and time instead of detailed designing of delivery 

supported methodologies or equipments, such as selection of positioning equipment, 

storage equipment or the designing of the feeding agent.  

 

Shop floor is treated as a black box during the work, thus the detailed activities on the 

shop floor such as dispatching rule are out of the research scope. The agents designed 

in the material planning are not generated yet because of the time limitation and no 

programming work is conducted to visualize the suggested model. 
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2. EVOLVABLE PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

2.1 The Development of EPS 

The production system today is in the innovation stage transferring from batch 

production to customer specified manufacturing for the purpose of satisfying every 

single customer. The major problem in the innovation is that traditional production 

system is not fully adaptable to the dynamic and various customer needs. The market 

today requires a manufacturing system which can flexibly adjust production volume 

without losing customer specified capability. Hence, the next generation production 

system has been concerned by many researchers. In last decades, the production 

paradigms evolve from flexible production system to holonic manufacturing system 

with the controlling system develop from fully hierarchy to semi-hierarchy. Holonic 

can be characterized as autonomy and cooperative. For the point of machine 

reusability, it improved to a large extent by transforming from abilities encapsulation 

to modularity approach. Theses paradigms share common necessary requirements as 

following[8]: 

 

 Demand is dynamic and unpredictable and the basic objective of the system is to 

be adaptable to the changing environment. 

 Integration of heterogeneous hardware and software 

 System flexibility and adaptability should be achieved to quickly extend or shrink 

system by reconfiguration. 

 Effective and efficient information flow across the manufacturing system.  

 System autonomy.  

 

A shift from the current stage to a new paradigm that fulfills the above requirements is 

therefore envisaged as the objective of EPS. The focus of EPS is to achieve overall 

system adaptability by modules which are dedicated to specific processes with the 
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capability of short deployment time at shop floor without reprogramming 

effort[4].The characteristics of EPS are clarified as following. 

 

2.2 Main Characteristics of EPS 

2.2.1 System modularity  

Traditional production system encapsulates required skills of one or similar product 

families into one equipment. These equipments become obsolete once the product life 

comes to end or the appearance of next generation product, which is due to the system 

is dedicated to specified product types and it hard to be adaptable to new types of 

product. The reality is that product characteristics change very often while the needed 

processes remain quite stable [9]. Process oriented modularity is the basic cornerstone 

of EPS with the consideration of machine reusability. 

 

 

Figure 4. Traditional Modularity and System Design[10] 
 

Module is the smallest building block which locates at the lowest level of a 

manufacturing system. They are utilized to split complex system into understandable 

and manageable parts by companies. A manufacturing system can be decomposed as 

the figure 2-2. Fine granularity is the key factor if a flexible system is desired which is 
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due to the adaptability of sub-systems greatly influence the action of the entire system. 

Granularity refers to the lowest level of device being considered within the reference 

architecture of a system [11]. Thus the modular structure should be considered at 

lowest level as possible (level: device and component). In EPS, modules are designed 

according to specific product process. These processes always need a rather big set of 

skills to be performed. Hence the equipment owns these basic skills and when 

different modules with the right skills are put together we have EPS [10].  

 

 
Figure 5. Levels of an Assembly System[9] 
 

 
Figure 6. Process Oriented Modularity and System Design[10] 
 

The definition of product requirement is an essential input for the building of any 

manufacturing system. Product definition is a representation of the product structure, 

component definition and component relationships [10]. Evolvable production system 

provides a dynamic link between product design and system design since the 
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bi-communication flow enable designer aware the available modules and shape the 

product design to precise product definition.  

 

2.2.2 Distributed control system 

Control system refers to managing the physical and information processing activities 

of different entities on the shop floor, for example, products, equipments and material 

handling systems, for the purpose of accomplishing certain objectives [8]. In EPS, the 

module structure is not sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the dynamic 

production environment. It is important to establish a control structure for the purpose 

of managing physical and information processing activities on the shop floor, such as 

module cooperation and creation of coalitions. 

 

The evolution of control architectures has been analyzed by Dilts et al. (1991) under 

four categories: centralized, proper hierarchical, modified hierarchical and 

hierarchical[12]. The traditional centralized control offers good production 

optimization, however, it is not suitable for the dynamic manufacturing environment 

because it is inherently rigid and lack of ability to flexible expand or shrink the system. 

On the contrary, distributed control successfully solves the problems in centralized 

control by applying multi-agent network structure. Agent is defined as a 

computational system that is suited in a dynamic environment and is capable of 

exhibiting autonomous behavior. Multi-agent system is defined as a environment 

where the community of agents are interacting [13].  

 

Monostori et.al (2006) clarified the most important characteristics of computational 

agents are:  

 

• Agents act on behalf of their designer or the user they represent in order to meet a 

particular purpose.  
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Agents are autonomous in the sense that they control both their internal state and 

behavior in the environment.  

• Agents exhibit some kind of intelligence, from applying fixed rules to reasoning, 

planning and learning capabilities.  

• Agents interact with their environment, and in a community, with other agents.  

• Agents are ideally adaptive, i.e., capable of tailoring their behavior to the changes 

of the environment without the intervention of their designer.  

 

Concludes the above properties, one can simply summarizes as an agent has its own 

knowledge and understanding of the environment, it can determine preferences based 

on self observation of the environment and as well as initiating and executing actions 

to make change of the its environment.  

 

The multi-agent framework of EPS is composed by Mechatronic Agent (MA), 

Machine Resource Agent (MRA), Coalition Leader Agent (CLA), Transportation 

System Agent (TSA) and Agent to Machine Interface (AMI). A mechatronic agent 

comprises a controller and an equipment to conduct the interoperability of 

components. MA is the main building block of EPS and it can be separated as several 

types, MRA, CLA, TSA and AMI. Machine Resource Agent abstract mechatronic 

modules that can be plugged and unplugged from the system and execute a set of 

required skills. Coalition Leader Agent is defined as the agent which enables the 

composition and execution of available skills. It reveals the functionalities resulting 

from modularity of MRAs and enables their requisitions. Transportation System 

Agent provides transport, localization and positioning functions in order to abstract 

components of the transportation system. Agent to Machine Interface plays a 

important role when the existing hardware does not support, it works as a 

harmonizing layer between dedicated hardware configurations and the MAs. From a 

computational point of view, the MA or the technical integration dramatically reduces 

the equipment's performance[14]. 
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3. WORKLOAD CONTROL 

 
Workload control is a production planning and control concept used in today’s 

manufacturing environment. With the increased market competition, only focus on 

product differentiation is not enough for competitor companies. Companies and 

organizations have realized the importance of trade-off exists between the system 

average throughput and average cycle time.  

 

 
Figure 7. Little’s Law[15] 
 

Total lead time starts from the stage of accepting of order and ends until the 

completion of processing. It includes the waiting time (in the job pool), processing 

time, material handling time, queue time (on the shop floor), packaging time and 

transportation time.[16] Lead time affects holding cost and inventory cost for 

manufacturer and it is one of the key reasons influencing the customer satisfaction. 

There are many researchers realized the significance of lead time and studied about 

the relationship between the total time and the workload on the shop floor. This is 

discussed later. The following graph shows each individual time and activities in total 

manufacturing lead time: 
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Figure 8. Shop Floor Throughput Time and Total Lead Time[17] 
 

Throughput time defined as the time required for a job to pass through all the related 

processes, in the above graph throughput time is simply defined as the time from job 

release to the shop floor until the job completion. Throughput time comprises queue 

time, processing time, material handling time, inspection time, transportation time. In 

EPS, there is another time included, which is the communication time between agents. 

Throughput time takes up the most part of total manufacturing lead time for some 

manufacturing systems.  
 
In the above figure 7, assume the relationship among workload a, b and c are: level a 

< level b< level c. when workload increases from level a to level b, average 

throughput raises as area x while average cycle time slightly increases (area y), which 

is due to larger workload leads to longer queue time. Then if the workload continually 

increases from level b to level c, average cycle time is still in an ascending trend (area 

z) while average throughput stops rising, which is because the shop floor became too 

congested after reaching a certain level of workload. 

 

In brief, with the increase of workload level, average throughput first shows a ascend 

trend and then keeps constant after reaching a certain workload level, whereas average 

cycle time rises all the time. The optimal reference workload level is the value when 

the system has maximum throughput rate and minimum average cycle time. Thus, the 

most important problem required to be solved in workload control are when to release 
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and what to release. The problem “when to release”is affected a by release 

mechanism while the problem “which to release”is determined by the sequencing in 

the job pool. 

 

3.1 Job Pool Sequencing 

 

The sequencing here indicates the release priority in the job pool instead of the 

traditional meaning of “sequencing”， which is the dispatching of waiting queues on 

the shop floor. Job pool sequencing plays a vital role in workload control because it 

determines which job will be released to the job pool next. Release the right job to the 

shop floor can reduce the holding cost caused by storage and it may contribute to the 

workload balancing and resource utilization as well.  

 

Balanced loads reduced the possibility of machine idleness, improved machine 

utilization and accurateness of job flow time, this in return enable estimating more 

accurate lead times for the purpose of providing more accurate release time. There are 

many researches on the topic of measure the system workload balance. According to  

N. O. Fernandes, S. Carmo-Silva, a balanced index can be applied in measure the 

workload balance:  

BI=∑ ∑ �𝐹𝑖𝑖 − 𝑟𝑤𝑖�𝑖𝑖  

 

Fij is the accounted workload on machine i resulting from releasing job j into the shop 

floor, and rwi stands for a reference workload level set for machine i. A small value of 

BI indicates an excellent workload balance condition and a large value of BI means 

the workload balance situation on the shop floor is necessary to be improved[18]. 

Release the right job into the shop floor can avoid the “starving” of work centers and 

minimize the queue time in front of each work centers. The words “right job”here 

means the release of the job contribute to the workload balance on the shop floor 
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without delay of orders or cause additional cost.  

 

There are four sequencing mechanisms can be applied in practice to ensure the 

punctuality of orders, which are FIFO, EDD, SPT, PRT.  

 

 PRT stands for planned release time, it can be estimated by subtracting 

throughput time from the due time.  

 EDD is simply short for earliest due date, which means the release sequence is 

according to the due date without consideration of throughput time.  

 SPT stands for shortest processing time. Jobs in the waiting pool are released 

according to their processing time. The one with shortest processing time owns 

the release priority.  

 The simplest mechanism in sequencing is FIFO. Job release according to their 

arrival time. This method is clearly not proper in the complex manufacturing 

environment. 

 

In EPS, throughput time is made up by processing time, queue time, transportation 

time and transition time (includes communication time, positioning time and 

preparing time). Thus planned release time can be presented by formula as: 

tp
r=tdue-tp-tqueue-ttransportation-ttransition.  

 

Compared to PRT, SPT and FIFO are not ideal sequencing mechanisms for EPS 

environment because the due dates of different types of products always differ 

according to customer requirement. EDD mechanism only takes into account one part 

of the above formula. Because of the dynamic demand condition of EPS, tqueue is 

always changing with the products type and number on the shop floor. Even the 

throughput time for the same type of products might differ at different moment. Thus 

EDD does not fit the EPS environment as well.  

 

Therefore PRT is chosen as the rule for the job pool sequencing of EPS. Under this 
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mechanism, jobs can be divided into two kinds, urgent jobs and non-urgent jobs. 

Urgent job is defined as the job of which planned release time is earlier than the 

current time while non-urgent job is the one has a later planned release time than the 

current time. The concept of urgent jobs has a great effect on the job earliness and 

lateness. Job earliness causes additional inventory cost; job lateness leads to 

backorder cost and customer complaint. The detailed formulization of urgent jobs, job 

earliness and job lateness under EPS environment will be discussed later. 

 

3.2 Categories of Release Mechanism 

 

The timing for release is important since both early release and late release will cause 

unsatisfactory results for manufacturers and customers. Early release might cause 

congestion on the shop floor which in return increased the throughput time and 

inventory cost. Sometimes shop floor congestion even causes damage or serious 

accident. On the contrary, late release might lead to lateness of jobs, idle resources 

and customer complaint.  Order release decision plays a significant role in production 

control, there are many researches about order release mechanism and they are 

developed by continually improved according to practical experience.  In general, 

there are four categories of release mechanism which are described as following: 

 Order release without consideration of shop floor status or any characteristics of 

jobs in the waiting pool. This release mechanism applied in old days or very 

simple manufacturing environment. The most common methods here are 

immediate release (IMR) and interval release (IR).  

IMR method release jobs whenever the job arrives in the job pool. This 

immediate release doesn’t require any information of job characteristics or 

feedback from shop floor. It is the simplest way to release jobs. 

IR method release jobs periodically, this mechanism sometimes applied when 

there is batch requirement for the processing. A proper time period should be 
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decided here according to specific demand and system requirement[19]. 

 Order release according to current workload on the shop floor. This method 

doesn’t account for the due date information. For example, CONWIP, WIPLOAD 

and norm setting method. These two methods will be detailed later.  

This method requires feedback from shop floor; this feedback can be executed by 

continuous monitoring of workload or periodic check. At fixed period of time, the 

observation of workload is made and the decision of release is taken. Compared 

to periodic order release, continuous order release is more challenge in the 

practical application. It requires a more flexible information system to update and 

manage the workload data; however, it is a more feasible way to allow up-to-date 

control of shop floor.  

 Order release based on due date information and estimated job flow time. This 

mechanism applied in many MTO companies for the purpose of delivering 

products on time. The release time of an order is determined by subtracting the 

estimated flow time for the due date[20]: 

Rj=Dj-Fj 

Where 

Rj is the release time of job j. 

Dj is the due date of job j. 

Fj is the estimated flow time of job j. 

 Release mechanism which considers both the workload condition and the due 

dates of jobs. This method tries to avoid the back draw of the above three 

mechanisms, aiming to control the workload under a desirable level and 

simultaneously deliver products on time. Slar-method is a typical example, which 

will be discussed later. This mechanism can be also achieved by combining the 

second release method with effective job pool sequencing.  

 

Among the above mechanism, the first and third release methods belong to the push 

philosophy while the second and fourth mechanisms belong to the pull philosophy. 

The second and fourth release rules only start to make the release decision when there 
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is related workload signal sent back from the shop floor or the release of jobs won’t 

cause the workload go against with its requirement. 

 

Evolvable production system belongs to Invest to Order strategy, which goes one step 

further than Make to Order companies by enabling the customer order to feed the new 

module and equipment investment for the production system to be reconfigured [4]. 

The basic objective of EPS is to adapt to the dynamic and unforeseeable market 

conditions, which requires to continually concentrating on manufacturing system 

adaptability. This adaptability ensures to deliver unpredictable and variable customer 

demands on time. However, the first two release mechanism don’t take the job due 

date into account which cannot fulfill the basic objective of EPS. EPS is designed 

under a dynamic and variable demands situation, however, the third mechanism 

considers only the due date information, which might leads to low machine utilization, 

shop floor congestion and high holding cost. Therefore, it is necessary to combine 

both the workload condition and the due dates information in the determination of 

release mechanism of EPS.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

3.2.1 CONWIP &WIPLOAD 

 

CONWIP is introduced as a pull alternative to Kanban, it stresses on where the 

work-in-process (WIP) is not constrained at every operation or machine instead the 

number of WIP in a total production “flow” is constrained[21]. Kanban is a technique 

developed by Toyota Company and its development starts a thinking about “pull” and 

“push” concepts. Kanban system has been successfully applied in many organizations 

for years as a just-in-time strategy. Manufacturing starts only when customer order 

comes and upstream stations only starts delivery semi-finished products to the next 

station until getting signal from it.  

 

Kanban reveals the importance of restricted Work-in-process (WIP) on the shop floor. 
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Too much WIP increases the product throughput time while too little WIP might leads 

to “starving” of machines. Jan-Arne Pettersen and Anders Segerstedt designed a 

simulation study over a small supply chain by applying both Kanban and CONWIP on 

it. In their experiment, there are five stations with stochastic operation times. The 

Kanban way is designed by measuring and controlling number of jobs which linked to 

every machine. And CONWIP way is designed by controlling total WIP of the 

production system. As a result, with the same amount of WIP and variation in 

operation times, the system has the same amount of average outflow per time under 

Kanban-control and CONWIP-control. However, Kanban has a poorer performance in 

the fields of utilization of storage room and storage equipment.  

 

 

Figure 9. Results Comparison between Kanban and CONWIP [22] 

 

Finally, Jan-Arne Pettersen and Anders Segerstedt argued that CONWIP is preferred 

over Kanban as the simulation study shows, but the problem in practical application 

of CONWIP is lack of CONWIP installation guidelines. 

 

In CONWIP control, WIP is measured by number of products because there is only 

one type of products in the above experiment. Nevertheless, the manufacturing 

environment is sometimes more complex than a single type products production. 

Different types of products contribute different total processing time to the shop floor 

workload. Thus another similar approach came up which named WIPLOAD.  

 

The same as CONWIP, WIPLOAD-control concentrates on the monitoring and 
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controlling of total WIP, however, the WIP here is presented by the sum of the 

remaining processing time of all jobs on the shop floor[23]. According to Chao Qi, 

Appa Iyer Sivakumar, and Viswanath Kumar Ganesan, the job release controller under 

WIPLOAD-control is described by the following chart: 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Determination Process of Release Signal in WIPLOAD[24] 
 

In WIPLOAD, the current WIPLOAD is continuously monitored and feedback to the 

release controller. Then the current WIPLOAD is compared and computed with the 

reference WIPLOAD level. If the release of a new job won’t cause the current 

WIPLOAD exceed the reference level, then the job can be released[25]. The 

determination of the reference WIPLOAD level should be based on the principle of 

Little’s Law. According to Little’s Law, L=Wλ: 

 

 L represents long-term average workload.  

 λ represents long-term average throughput, which defined as the average number 
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of finished products in a given time period, in another words, it is the average rate 

of successful product manufacturing through the shop floor.  

 W represents average cycle time, which defined as the average time a product 

spends from entrance to the shop floor until it exists.  

 

One of the most essential characteristic of Evolvable production system is plugability 

and fully reconfigurability. Adding or reducing number of modules that in the same 

type can effectively balance the workload in front of each module. Thus EPS become 

ineffective in the field of capacity adjust if WIPLOAD-control applied. WIPLOAD is 

more feasible for the traditional production system which has fixed resources and 

stable product mix (reengineering takes time and money). 

 

3.2.2 Norm setting method 

 

For the above point, norm setting method might more feasible for EPS environment. 

In WIPLOAD a reference load level is set for the total workload on the shop floor 

while reference levels are set for each work stations in norm setting method. This 

reference level is called norm. 

 

Job shop categories 

To start this part, it is necessary to introduce the job shop categories. In general, there 

are four job shop types. Pure job shop, general flow shop, restricted job shop and pure 

flow shop.  The following table shows comparison among these job shop categories 

based on routing sequence, routing length and the flow direction through the shop 

floor. 
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Figure 11. Job Shop Categories 
 

Pure job shop (PJS) shows the most extreme type of routing variety. The job routing is 

totally random and the flow through the shop floor is undirected. The routing length is 

random as well. On the contrary, in pure flow shop (PFS), each job has exactly the 

same routing length and routing sequences, thus the flow direction is directed. 

According to Bas Oosterman, Martin Land*, Gerard Gaalman 1999, in a general flow 

shop (GFS), a movement between any combination of two stations may occur, but the 

flow will always have the same direction. The idea of pure job shop and general flow 

shop is presented as the following chart: 

 

 

[17] 

 

In the above chart (b), first operation of a job randomly starts from 1 to 5 working 

stations, but the flow direction is always from stations with smaller number to the 

stations with larger numbers. Therefore we can say in a general flow shop, the routing 

sequence is partly random since it is restricted by the flow direction. Enns (2005) 

Figure 12. Flow Directions of Different Job Shop Types.  
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argues that real life job shops have most in common with the theoretical general flow 

shop. Chart c reveals the characteristics of restricted job shop, each job goes through 

all the working stations on the shop floor while the sequences of the flow is not 

restricted. Thus the flow direction of restricted job shop is random as well.  

 

In EPS, the flow direction of product agent is following the process sequence which 

embedded in the workflow file. This process sequence is varying with different 

product types. Workflow comprises the list of necessary processes required and also 

the dependency relationship among these processes. If there is no dependency 

relationship between processes, when one resource is busy, the product agent can ask 

other available resources for processing. In this situation, the manufacturing 

environment of EPS is more similar to a pure job shop. However, there will be a more 

or less dominant flow exists in real life production.  For instance, operations which 

have a preparative character will always be processed before the finishing operations, 

such as assembling, packaging. Job shop type of EPS is determined by product 

manufacturing requirements. Reality is always somewhere between the four extremes. 

In most situations, EPS belongs to somewhere among pure job shop and general flow 

shop because the flow direction in EPS can be partly directed. But PJS and GFS might 

also happen in manufacturing environment of EPS. 

 
Figure 13. Job Shop categories and EPS 
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Norm setting principle 

At the job release stage, jobs in the pool are considered to be released by evaluating 

the contribution that the release will make to the workload balance against with the 

related norms for each work stations. Two approaches are provided recent years for 

the evaluation of workload contribution in the job release stage. In the first approach 

(approach A), norms are set for direct load which is the queue in front of each work 

stations. There is also another type of work load on the shop floor, indirect load, 

which is the work load will arrive from upstream stations in the future. The sum of 

direct load and indirect load is called aggregate load, which is applied in the second 

approach (approach B)[26]. So in the second approach, norms are set against with the 

aggregate load of each work stations.  

 

Bas Oosterman (2000) designed a simulation study by applying both the above two 

norm setting approaches in four job shop reconfigurations, among which are pure job 

shop and general flow shop environments and nine different norm levels are applied 

(norms are set equal for all stations). The result is concluded by comparing the total 

lead time against with product average throughput time. The total lead time in this 

experiment is used to present the due date performance. Result of the experiment 

illustrates three norm setting principles. 

 Principle 1 

In past researches, most simulations presented in pure job shop literature are 

applied approach B. However, Oosterman’s experiment argued that approach A 

strongly outperforms than approach B in pure job shop. Method A better 

controlled the total lead time at a low level at most times in the simulation. 

However, the result of general flow shop sketches a totally opposite picture. The 

approach A showed a worse result when there is a dominant flow in the job shop. 

The results indicate that only focusing on the direct load might cause unlikeable 

results when the flow characterized as directed.  

Since EPS located between pure job shop and general flow shop as discussed in part 

2.4.1, approach B is more feasible 
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 Principle 2 

when the shop flow is directed, different norm level should be set for different 

stations in method B because aggregate loads includes the loads from upstream 

stations and the position of work station changes as the routing mix changes. In 

contrast, in pure job shop, the station position varies with the random job routings. 

Thus a constant norm can be set for all stations.  

Matthias Thürer got the same result in 2011 by designing a model which presents 

different flow characteristics between a pure job shop and a general flow shop. In 

the experiment, there is no a return visit. The routing length is set as random and 

all stations have equal probability to be visited. The routing vector set vary from 

0% directed to 100% directed, 0% directed flow represents pure job shop while 

100% directed flow represents general flow shop. The spectrum between them is 

the reality between these two extreme situations.  

 
Figure 14. Experiments Results of Matthias Thürer [27] 

 

The above table more clearly illustrates Oosterman’s norm setting principle, when 

the flow is directed, the further a work center positioned in the routing, the higher 
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norm should be set for aggregate loads. But for current, there is no approach to 

define a detailed relationship between norm level and the mean routing position of 

stations. 

 

In the complex environment of EPS, it is vital to adapt the norms for all cases. Thus 

norm level of EPS should be dynamic. Norm level changes when following condition 

happens: 

 System change. In EPS, system changes with demand fluctuation and product 

requirements variation. It can be utilized through incremental capacity planning, 

which closely related to the norm setting. Instead of investing on capacity relying 

on long product life forecasts, the time to be forecasted can be minimized and the 

capacity can be extended in response to increasing demand incrementally. 

 
Figure 15. Incremental Capacity Planning[4] 

 

 Mean routing position of a station change.  

The workload norm is hard to be determined and it is always suggested to be set 

in practice through trial and error by considering the relationship between 

workload norms and planned output rate and total lead time. 

 Product requirement change. 

Product requirements influences both mean routing position and the probabilities 

to be visited of a station. 
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 Principle 3 

    Martin J. Land achieved the same result in 1997 by designing a 2×4×4 

experiment. Two release methods (norm set for direct load and norm set for 

aggregate level) were applied together with four different norm levels (tight, med, 

loose, unrestricted periodic release) under a pure job shop environment. The 

following table reveals the result under FCFS dispatching rule. 

    

 
Figure 16. Results Comparison between Direct Load and Aggregate Load under 
Varying Norm Levels[7]. 
   (System load is the sum of queue load, upstream load, downstream load and pool 

load. Shop load is result by subtracting pool load from system load.) 

 

The above table showed the same result as Oosterman’s norm conclusion. When 

the setting of norms vary from loose to tight, the deterioration of pooling time 

cause increased tardiness and job tardy percentage. As discussed in part 2.1, every 

job has its planned release time; tight norm might hinder the release of urgent jobs 

leads unnecessary tardiness. Therefore norms should not be set too tight in 

practice. 

 

 The biggest challenge in norm setting method is lack of formulized approach to 

acquire the optimal norm level[28]. G.  Zgpfel and H.  Missbauer proposed two 

models to calculate the dynamic norm for the shop floor in 1993. However, these 

methods require continually feedback from shop floor and only feasible in ideal 

job-shop manufacturing system which is defined as[29]: 
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1) The manufacturing system consists of M work centers all having the 

same capacity. 

2) The processing times tji are identical for all shop orders j on all work 

centers i. 

3) Each shop order passes each work center exactly once. 

4) There is an equal arrival rate and service rate at each time unit on all 

work centers. 

 

Other researchers have tried to discover the connection between shop floor 

characteristics and the workload norms. Nevertheless, it was proved to be almost 

impossible to define a stable relationship between them. Since try and error method is 

time consuming and inaccurate norm level setting leads to unnecessary company lose, 

researchers and practitioners starts to thinking another release mechanism which 

avoids norm setting, which is Slar-method. 

 

3.2.3 Slar-method 

 

Except illustrating drawbacks of rigid bounds, Martin J.Land also points out reduction 

of variance of direct workload is the key for improvement of workload control 

problem. He concludes as the best way to reduce the variance might be to keep direct 

load close to zero, which may leads to low machine utilization. Thus the possible way 

is to avoid superfluous direct load instead of pushing workload to a norm. Then the 

self-regulating method (Slar-method) is suggested. 

 

In Slar-method, jobs in the waiting pool are separated into urgent jobs and non-urgent. 

Jobs release only when they fulfill the corresponding conditions. 

 Release trigger for urgent jobs: A station x is in idle status and all jobs in queue of 

station x on the shop floor are non-urgent.  
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In this situation, from the set of urgent jobs in the pool with a first operation on 

station x. Select the one with the shortest processing time on station x if there is 

more than one urgent jobs in the pool. No job is released if there is no urgent job 

at the moment. 

 Release trigger for non-urgent jobs: There is no direct load of a station x.  

In this situation, select the job in the pool with the first operation on station x. 

Choose the one with the earliest planned start time if there is more than on jobs in 

the pool. No job is released if this set is zero[7]. 

 

There are no norms applied in this self-regulating method, the self-regulating aims at 

three objectives by controlling both release behavior of urgent jobs and non-urgent 

jobs. 

 

 
Figure 17. Slar-method 
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3.3 Comparison of Norm Setting Method and Slar-Method 

In the experiment design of Martin J. Land, slar-method is simulated under a pure job 

shop environment. Job routing are totally random with no return visits and discrete 

uniform (1, 6) is set as operations per job. All operation processing time are set as 

0.75day. The result was obtained under three release mechanisms with different 

dispatching rules. Slar is an approach which combines with the SPT dispatching rule. 

Jobs are always released according to the priority of their planned start date. The 

planned start time is calculated as: 

stn=dj-pn-k.  

 

Parameter k is the slack per operation and it was set to different levels in the 

experiment. The other release mechanism norm setting method was designed to run 

with the s/opn dispatching rule which means slack per remaining operation. Slack is 

the time computed by deducting the throughput time from the total remaining time 

until job’s due date. In s/opn dispatching principle, slack time is divided by the 

number of remaining operations and the job has smallest value scheduled first. The 

experiment result is displayed in the table: 

 

 
Figure 18. Results Comparisons between Slar and Norm Setting Method with Varying 
Parameters and Dispatching Rules. [7] 
 

Here we only focus on the result comparison of “slar” and “aggr.norm”.  The 
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result of slar-method is very hopeful. Compared to norm setting method, slar is 

predominant in the reduction of mean direct load, mean aggregate load and especially 

system load. On the other hand, it effectively reduced job lead time and tardiness, 

which is due to the better control of system load. The result also shows that the 

performance of slar is not sensitive to the setting of value k while the performance of 

norm setting method is strongly influenced by the levels of norms. As the level of k 

set higher, mean lead time and slightly declined and tardiness slightly rise. Thus the 

determination of parameter k is much easier than gaining the optimal norm level.  

 

Though slar method built a totally different release mechanism as the previous study 

and the experiment shown promising result in both fields of workload control and due 

date performance. However, Martin J. Land’s experiment was only simulated under 

the pure job shop. Many researchers argued that pure job shop even doesn’t exist in 

reality. The application of slar method in EPS should be considered at least in three 

aspects. The following case is used to illustrate these three aspects. 

 

Assumed three types of products required to be manufactured before due dates. Each 

of them has different job flow and processing time as following: 

      

 
Figure 19. Assumed Product Routes 
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Job flow is totally directed for product B and product C, whereas product A’s job flow 

is partly directed. There are four operations required for the manufacturing of product 

A and no dependency exists between operation welding and milling. 

 

 
Figure 20. Assumed Product Processing Time 
 

During running of the system, different product mix may distribute on the shop floor 

since demand is totally unpredictable.  Some possible product mix types are listed in 

the following table (assumed the total percent of jobs on the shop floor is one). The 

possible maximum aggregate load at each station can be acquired according to the 

assumed job flow routes and operation time.  

 

Figure 21. Results of the Possible Maximum Aggregate Load 
 

Above table illustrates the relationship between product mix and the possible 

maximum aggregate load at each station. If there are 20 jobs distribute on the shop 
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floor, four product A, sixteen product C and no product B. The maximum aggregate 

loads are 100s, 52s, 200 s and 32s for cutting station, welding station, milling station 

and painting station respectively. Thus the proportion for maximum aggregate load is 

50:26:100:16 which showed as in condition 7. The actual aggregate load of each 

station can be anywhere between zero and the maximum aggregate load according to 

the product manufacturing status.  

  

Aspect 1: 

Based on the release principle of slar-method, “jobs with a first operation on station x”

is always the release prerequisite of both urgent and non-urgent jobs for any stations. 

This prerequisite contributes to the workload balance in pure job shop environment. 

Nevertheless, in the above case, process painting is always the last operation as a 

finishing operation. Slar method became ineffective because the workload status of 

station painting doesn’t trigger any release of jobs.  

Therefore release rules of slar method are only feasible when all the stations have the 

same probabilities to be visited. 

 

Aspect 2 

In reality, it is unfeasible to set constant processing time for all the operations as 

Martin J. Land’s experiment. Bottleneck station appears in most cases. In traditional 

production, bottleneck refers to the station requiring the longest processing time. 

However, bottleneck may not be the station takes the longest time since the job flow 

can be undirected in EPS environment. Thus the bottleneck here should be defined as 

the resource with maximum WIP stretch on the shop floor. The prediction of the WIP 

at the machine and all future work which will arrive there is called WIP stretch[30]. 

 

When the evolvable production system is in a pure job shop environment and each 

operation has constant processing time, slar can perform well since bottleneck might 

not exist because PA can self-select the RA with fewer queues. But as shown in the 

above case, the processing time for operation welding takes longer than other 
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operations and each station has different probabilities to be visited. Different product 

mix leads to various possible maximum loads. Zero direct loads appear in condition 1 

and 6. In condition 1, release signal of non-urgent jobs sent to the job pool since there 

is zero direct load at the welding station. If Job B is defined as non-urgent jobs for 

current, it is probably released to the shop floor since it has the first operation on 

welding station. However, release of job B leads to higher aggregate load of station 

cutting. In condition 6, direct load of milling machine is zero which triggers the 

release of product C because product C has its first operation on milling station. Then 

the same problem come up as the product mix type 1, release of job C cause higher 

aggregate load of cutting station in the future.  

 

For other product mix types, the maximum aggregate load of some conditions 

distribute almost even on the shop floor whereas it is distributed unbalanced in most 

conditions. Slar method might cause unbalanced potential loads in most conditions. 

Take condition 21 as example, maximum aggregate load at station cutting is much 

less than that of welding station, milling station and painting station. If cutting station 

is now in idle status and all the queues at the station is non-urgent jobs, a release 

signal of urgent jobs is sent to the job pool. Job A is probably released if it labeled as 

urgent jobs for current. Hence the release of job A creates very large aggregate loads 

for all the other stations.  

 

After all, Slar method is only effective when it fulfills the two prerequisites: 

 All the stations have the same probabilities to be visited 

 Processing time is constant for all the operations of different jobs. 

 

For all the above cases, if there is a constraint norms applied for bottleneck station, 

higher aggregate load can be controlled by avoiding the release of jobs that contains 

certain operations on the bottleneck station. In EPS, the essential to set constraint 

norms for every station is due to bottleneck might move with the dynamic job 

distributions on the shop floor. And the norms should be set according to rules 
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introduced in the part “norm setting principle”.  

 

Aspect 3 

This thesis aims to solve the material transfer problem between inventory and the 

shop floor. “right type”“right amount”“right location”and “right time”are the 

basic criterions required to be fulfilled. “ right time”material supply implies 

corresponding components should be ready before the product arrive the station. Job 

sequencing rule is already determined as RPT in part 3.1. This job sequencing rule 

should be combined with the release mechanism.  

 

In the norm setting method, the priority of component preparation is only refer to the 

planned release time of jobs. However, in slar method, SPT rule is also involved in the 

release of urgent jobs. The control of components preparation becomes complicate 

with the multiple sequencing rules.  

 

Second, it is hard to predict when and which station will have zero direct load or all 

the queue in front of the station became zero. Components might not be ready when 

PA receives a release signal, in this situation, product throughput time increases if jobs 

release without consideration of components status. If jobs release when all the 

components are ready, the release principles of slar might be totally interrupted and 

become effectiveless with the workload control. 
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4. MATERIAL DELIVERY PLANNING 

 

For all types of production systems, the objective of material delivery planning is to 

deliver required materials in the right type, right amount at the right time and location. 

MRP is the most common used approach in this area. Before products launch to shop 

floor the sequence of batches is planned according to the types of products and their 

different due date by complex centralized computer based mechanism. Then the 

required materials can be prepared according to MPS and BOM. Since the process is 

computer intensive, it is difficult to change the plan once the system is in operation, 

which goes against with the dynamic characteristic of EPS. Thus a new material 

handling planning is designed for the complex environment of EPS. 

 

4.1 Selection of Material Handling Tool 

 

Dr. Tauseef Aized (2008) defined material handling as an integrated system involving 

such activities as moving, handling, storing and controlling of materials by means of 

gravity, manual effort or power activated machinery. The material handling tool 

discussed here is the equipment used in material movement. As we know, 

transportation and waiting time take about 80% of the product throughput time. 

Though both of these activities are non-value added, we can’t deny they are essential 

part in any types of manufacturing environment. The selection of the transportation 

tool is especially vital because the right transportation tool can leads to efficient 

material handling by reducing congestion, on- time delivery and improving machine 

utilization. For current, the most common used material handling tools are conveyor 

systems and Automated Guided Vehicles.  
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Conveyor is used where the materials frequently travels along fixed routes by 

simultaneously applying identification and recognition system. The replacement of 

conveyor is hard to change once it is in application since it takes time.  

 

Automated Guided Vehicle System (AGV) is another common used material handling 

tool. It is a self-propelled and independently operated vehicle which moves along 

predefined pathways on the shop floor. The determination of predefined pathways can 

be complex since the guide-path can be unidirectional single lane guide-path, 

bi-directional single lane guide-path, multiple lanes or mixed guide-path. And the 

multiple choice of guide-path shows the routing flexibility characteristics of AGV.  

 

Flexibility is the most basic requirement of material handling tool in EPS. “Fixed 

route” is what cannot be realized in EPS environment as the capability of the system 

reconfiguration and the dynamic products mix. Thus AGV is preferred over conveyors 

in this consideration. Except routing flexibility, the application of AGV also fulfills 

the needs of EPS in the safety aspect. Many technologies can be applied in the field of 

identifying traffic control for AGV’s movement in order to avoid collision and 

improve AGV’s utilization. Take the technology “forward sensing control”as an 

example, each AGV is embedded with sensors for the purpose of detecting obstacles. 

AGV slows down or stops whenever the allowable distance between vehicles exceed 

a certain limit. The main advantages gained from the application of AGVs in the 

production system are[31]: 

 Improved utilization of machine and material handling system 

 Reduced possibility of collision and product damage 

 Improved routing flexibility 

 Reduced waste time in the transportation and waiting 

 

There are many types of AGVs can be applied according to different manufacturing 

environments. For example, light load AGV can be applied in electronics assembly or 

any other small loads environment. Driverless Automated Guided Train, this type of 
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AGV has a long history and it can be used for heavy loads over long distance 

transportation. 

 

In EPS, AGV serves the “emergency signal” first and then moves as a loop to serve 

other RAs. The“emergency signal”are specified for the urgent jobs whose required 

components are not on the shop floor. AGVs should be designed to have a chassis 

which divide into several parts in order to carry different types of products. And 

sensors are equipped in each field to indicate the types of components[32]. A charging 

center should be positioned near the inventory area; AGVs are programmed so that 

when it is idle, it will return to the charging center. 

 

4.2 Proposed Material Handling System 

 

After the determination of the transportation tool, the next step is to propose a flexible 

material handling system. In the dynamic environment of EPS, the sequencing in the 

job pool is always changing according to shop floor status and demand due date 

requirement. Thus traditional material planning might not solve the material supply 

job since we cannot predict which job will enter the shop floor next. One possible way 

to solve this problem is by taking advantage of “multi-agent based distributed 

control”. The proposal is based on the assumption that there is only one station placed 

on the shop floor for a machining operation.  

 

Five types of intelligent agents are designed in this planning; they are Feeding agent, 

Order entry agent, Information feedback agent, Job release agent and Configuration 

agent. 

 

 Feeding agent (FA) is designed along with each work station to manage the stock 

level of components. Its task is to monitor the stock level of corresponding 
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stations.  

 

 Order entry agent (OEA) collects the information inside the job pool by 

communicating with PAs, these information includes: 

 Due date of each PA 

 Planned release time of each PA 

 Total number of jobs 

 Job status (urgent or non-urgent)  

 Processing time of each operation and corresponding required component type 

and amount. 

 

 Information feedback agent (IFA) has current shop floor status information: 

 The number of jobs on the shop floor 

 Norms and utilizations for each station 

 Total direct and indirect load for each station 

 Layout information (number of modules, number of modules that in the same 

type, location of module)  

 Component status (stock out, below the safety level, available). 

 

 Job release agent (JRA) is responsible for combining and analyzing the 

information in OEA and IFA so as to make the release decision. 

 

 Capacity Control agent (CCA) collects and analyzes information in OEA and IFA 

to determine when and how to “reconfigure” or “adjust capacity”. 
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4.2.1 Information Flow Diagram 

The information flow of the designed material delivery planning can be summarized 

as following: 

 

Figure 22. Information Flow (Numbers in the graph don't represents steps or 
sequences; they are only used to make the illustration clear). 
 

Communication between agents is the key element in the designing of a dynamic 

material delivery system. Agents can’t complete the decision-making process and 

execute required task without accurate and updated information. Arrows in the 

diagram represent for the following processes respectively: 

“1”-JRA collects information from OEA and IFA. 

“2”- JRA orders new types of materials from AGV . 

“3”- IFA sends replenishment request to AGV when stock falls below the safety 

level. 

“4”-CCA collects and analysis information of OEA and IFA so as to make 

reconfigure decision.   

“5”-CCA sends a reconfigure request to the shop floor. 

“6”- JRA delivers a “release” signal to the related PA 
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4.2.2 Material Flow Diagram 

 
Figure 23. Material Flow 
 

Accurate and updated information communication prevents superfluous material flow 

in the EPS. Compared to information flow in the designed delivery planning system, 

the material flow is much simpler. It decreases unnecessary transportation time and 

prevents shop floor congestion.  

 

Material flow between job pool and the shop floor is a one-way flow. PAs are released 

from job pool to the shop floor according to the above release mechanism. And there 

is no return flow from shop flow to job pool. On the other side, the material flow 

between shop floor and inventory is a bidirectional process. Materials stock in the 

inventory and there is a certain level of materials on the shop floor as well. AGV plays 

as a bridge between shop floor and inventory. It transfers materials from inventory to 

the shop floor and receives the finished products from the shop floor to the inventory. 
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4.2.3“type”“amount ”and“location”criterions  

 

There is a certain level of components stock prepared on the shop floor before 

products access. The stock type is determined based on current job types in the 

waiting pool. The stock level should be always kept during the manufacturing process. 

Whenever stock falls below the safety level, replenishment happens by IFA sending a 

request to AGV. This procedure is illustrated in the information flow diagram by 

arrows marked “3”. 

 

When new type of job appears in the pool, its required material might not exist on the 

shop floor. In this situation, JRA sends an order request to AGV. (As shown in the 

information flow diagram marked “2”). This request is sent together with an 

information matrix which contains four information：product type, required operation, 

required component type and amount for each operation.  

 

 
Figure 24. “Information Matrix”in Ensuring Delivery Accuracy 
 

 
Figure 25. Example of the Information Matrix 
 

Figure 4-4 lists an example of the information matrix. Product A requires operation 
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welding and assembling. Two numbers of component a should be prepared in the 

feeding area of operation welding and one number of component b and c should be 

prepared in the feeding area of operation assembling. IFA updates the current shop 

floor status to JRA. If all the required components are not on the shop floor, the 

matrix is sent together with ordering request as the above table. After the first order 

request of product A, the matrix is recorded in the database of both JRA and AGV. 

Thus JRA and AGV can directly know the request details without replicate 

communication in the future delivering. In this way, the matrix ensures “right type” 

and “amount”criterion. 

 

“location”is achieved by the communication between Resource Agent (RA) and 

AGV. After delivering, AGV sends a feedback to the corresponding Feeding Agent for 

the purpose of data updating.  

 

4.2.4 “time”criterion 

 

The most challenge part in the designing of material handling system is to achieve the 

objective of“right time”. “right time”is closely connected with the release 

mechanism, materials should always be ready before the products arrive the 

corresponding station. The release system is embedded in the Job Release Agent and 

in the consideration of the release system there are four questions should be taken into 

account together with the current shop floor status. The four conditions are: 

 Will the release of this job require reconfiguration? 

 Are all the components ready for the job which is going to be released? 

 Will the release of this job cause any corresponding station exceed its norm? 

 Is the job urgent? 

 

The above consideration in release system is described in the following chart as four 
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steps: 

 

Figure 26. Release Mechanism 
 

As discussed in part 3.2 it is necessary to combine both the workload condition and 

the due dates information in the determination of release mechanism of EPS. To start 

the introduction of the release mechanism of EPS, first urgent jobs and non-urgent 

jobs should be formulized. Urgent job is defined as planned release time tRA <current 

time tc. 

 

tRA =tdue-α*∑ pi𝑛
𝑖=1 -β*twaiting-𝛾 ∗ ((∑ 𝑑𝑘𝑖)/𝑣𝑛−1

𝑖=1 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝑡𝑥) 
 
tRA:  planned release time  
tdue:  due date 
n:   the total number of operations for a job 
pi:   the processing time related to the operation i of a job 
twaiting: total queue time on the shop floor. We assume this value can be achieved by 
simulation of the current system. 
ki:   the corresponding module of the operation i 
dki:   the distance from ki to k(i+1) 
tx:   transition time which comprises communication time, positioning time and 
preparing time  
v:   the speed of AGV  
α,β,γ: allowance factor  
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Step 1 

Reconfiguration is divided into three levels in EPS: level 0 (parametric change), level 

1(logical change) and level 2 (structural change)[9]. The reconfiguration discussed in 

this thesis indicates the level 2, structural change. Structural change includes two 

situations: 

 Add new types of modules into the shop floor. 

 Increase or reduce modules that in the same machining operations. 

 

The first situation is what we discussed in this step 1, and the situation 2 is discussed 

in part 4.3. We should take “are all the required modules available”as the first step 

into consideration in the release system because frequent reconfiguration might bring 

unnecessary burden to the system, such as job lateness.  

 

Step one “reconfiguration requirement”is determined by CCA by collecting and 

analyzing information in OEA and IFA. This process is illustrated in the information 

flow diagram by the arrows marked “4”. In the following picture, a product A is used 

as an example to show the idea of this reconfiguration decision. Assume some 

required modules of product A is not replaced on the shop floor for current.  
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Figure 27. Determination Process of Reconfiguration  
 

tRA is the planned release time of product A which requires reconfiguration while 

tRnon-urgent is the planned release time of other non-urgent jobs in the pool. Once the 

CCA proves a reconfiguration decision, it sends a “reconfiguration”signal to the shop 

floor immediately. This process is described in the information flow by arrows 

marked “5”.On the whole, reconfiguration happens when it fulfills both of the two 

conditions: 

 There are no urgent jobs in the pool  

 The planned release time of product A is earlier than that of other non-urgent jobs, 

or there are no other types of job in the pool. (If tRA is ealier than tRnon-urgent, the 

reconfiguration should be take place immediately in order to finish the 

manufacturing before due time.)  

 

Step2 

The second step checks if all the required materials are ready on the shop floor. This 

point is designed as the second step because product throughput time increases if the 

required components are not ready before product arrival.  
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Step 3 

As a conclusion from step 1 and 2, the prerequisites for a job to be released are that all 

the required components and modules are available on the shop floor.  

Job releases when the release of the job won’t cause any work station exceed its 

aggregate norms. This analyzing process is described in the information flow diagram 

by the arrow marked “1”. In other words, job releases when the corresponding 

stations on the shop floor fulfill the following formula: 

Us+Qs+Rs≤norms 

 

Us is the indirect load of station s. Qs is the queue at station s and Rs is the release will 

contributes to the station s. The updated value of Us and Qs can be directly acquired 

from IFA.  

 

Step 4 

The arrow in the information flow marked with “6” shows the process that JRA 

delivers a “release” signal to the related PA. The general release principles here are: 

 If there are both urgent job and non-urgent job fulfill the release conditions at the 

same time, release priority belongs to the urgent jobs. 

 If there are more than one urgent jobs fulfill the release conditions at the same 

time, release priority belongs to the one with largest backorder cost. 

Cbackorder=a*Lateness, Lateness= tcurrent + tthoughput-tdue 

 If there are more than one non-urgent jobs fulfill the release conditions at the 

same time, release priority belongs to the one with least inventory cost. 

Cinventory=b*Earliness, Earliness=tdue- tcurrent - tthoughput. (“a” is the backorder cost 

per unit while “b” is the inventory cost per unit. Consideration of the above 

formula is for different types of products Cbackorder per unit and Cinventory per unit may 

differ.) 
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4.3 Demand and Capacity 

 

The greatest drawback of norm setting release mechanism is that the norms might 

hinder the release of urgent jobs. Except setting an optimal norm level, proper system 

capacity is another solution balance the relationship between demand and capacity. 

Due to the quick reconfiguration of EPS, capacity can be adjusted flexibly to adapt the 

dynamic environment. The main issue here is how to get the right time to execute 

capacity adjustment.  

 

For a general flow shop where jobs have predefined job flow routing, the relationship 

between demand and capacity can be built as following: 

 

 

 
Figure 28. Demand and Capacity 
 

In the above chart, the two ends of the arrow represent the current time tcurrent and a 

future moment time t. During the period (tcurrent, t), the total available working time of 

module X is (t-tcurrent)*λ (λ is the acceptable maximum utilization of module X).  The 

demand here is the total required processing time during the period (t- tcurrent). If total 

required processing time on module x is small than total available working time of 

module X, the capacity of this type of module is sufficient. If total required processing 

time on module x is bigger than total available working time of module x, the capacity 
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of this type of module should be adjusted.  

 

The three colored arrows represent for three kinds of jobs which categories against 

with the beginning time and completion time of the processing.  

 

 Job type 1: Job which is currently processing on module X. The start and 

completion time of this type of job is represents by the yellow arrows. 

The required processing time here is the remaining processing time of this job on 

module X. (RPTx)  

 Job type 2: Jobs planned to start on module X between (tcurrent, t) and finish 

between (current, t). The start and completion time of this type of job is 

represents by the blue arrows. 

The required processing time here is the processing time of this job on module X. 

 Job type 3: Jobs planned to start on module X between (tcurrent, t) but finish after 

future time moment t. The start and completion time of this type of job is 

represents by the green arrows. 

The required processing time here is (t-planned start time). 

 

We assume processing time of different jobs varies slightly for the same type of 

machining function. Thus job type 4 (jobs which start processing before current time 

and completes after future time moment t) is not exist. 

In the general flow shop environment, both planned start time and planned finish time 

of jobs can be estimated:  

The planned start time of last operation: Sp
n=tdue-pn-k 

The planned start time of (n-1) operation: Sp
n-1=Sp

n-pn-1-k-dn-1/v-tnwaiting  

The planned finish time of last operation: Fpn=tdue-k 

The planned finish time of (n-1) operation: Fpn= Sp
n- k-dn-1/v-tnwaiting 

 

tn
waiting is the waiting time in front of the last operation, it can be estimated by using 

data at tcurrent OR historical average waiting time in front of module X. That is the 
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reason the big arrow in the graph 4-7 gradually narrows from left side to the right side. 

It demonstrates that the further this future moment t set, the less accuracy can be 

achieved by this forecast method.  

According to the above logic we can know the total required processing time of job 

type 2 and job type 3: 

𝑞𝑖𝑥=n2
jx*pjx ,  zjx=(t-Sp

i)*n3
jx. 

 

j:     job type 

x:    module type 

𝑞𝑖𝑥:  Total required processing time of job type 2 

n2
jx:  Number of jobs in job type 2. 

pjx:   Processing time of job j on the module x. 

zjx:   Total required processing time of situation 3 

Sp
i:   Planned start time of operation i. 

n3
jx:  Number of jobs of job type 3 

 

Thus module X should be doubled when it satisfies the following rule: 

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑥
𝑖
𝑖=1 +∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑥

𝑖
𝑖=1 + RPTx>(t-tcurrent)*λ  

(Total required processing time on module x > total available working time of module 

X)  

 

As discussed in part 3.4.1, EPS can locate any point somewhere between pure job 

shop and general flow shop or belongs to one of them. The same approach still can be 

used in EPS to find earliest/latest planned start time and earliest/latest planned 

completion time. However, the forecast accuracy deteriorates as the system getting 

closer to the pure job shop environment. In addition, the method can also be treated as 

supporting evidence in the determination of due date setting. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The preliminary planning model of demand responsive planning system is built based 

on the consideration of modularity and multi-agent distributed control characteristics 

of EPS. The needs of two specific methodologies in the responsive planning are: First, 

the methodology for material transfers from inventory to production environment. 

Second, the methodology for inventory replenishment process from the suppliers. The 

thesis is working on the first methodology and aims to deliver required material in the 

right amount and type at the right location and time.  

 

Workload control is the main factor affects the determination of the methodology in 

the field of material delivery planning. Workload control, as a production planning 

and control concept used in today’s manufacturing environment, it mainly contains 

both job pool sequencing mechanism and release mechanism. Compared to job pool 

sequencing rule FIFO, EDD and SPT, PRT is the most effective rule for EPS due to 

the thorough observation on the differentiation of shop floor status, processing time 

and due date requirements.  

 

For the same consideration, it is preferred to select the release mechanism which 

considers both the workload condition and the due dates of jobs. Common used 

release mechanisms which consider workload condition are CONWIP, WIPLOAD 

and norm setting method. WIPLOAD is a variation form of CONWIP mechanism by 

not just relying on the principle of Little’s Law, and substituting the unit of number of 

products to processing times as well. Norm setting method should be studied and 

specified under different job shop categories. In most cases, EPS belongs to 

somewhere between pure job shop and general flow shop; it can either be a pure job 

shop or a general flow shop according to different manufacturing environments. Three 

principles in the norm setting of EPS are:  
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 Norms should be set for aggregate loads instead of direct loads. 

 Norm levels should be changeable and dynamic. 

 Norms should be set in a proper tightness due to tight norms might hinder the 

release of urgent jobs. 

 

Slar method is developed to improve delivery performance and workload balancing in 

the above methodologies. Jobs are separated as urgent jobs and non-urgent jobs in the 

waiting pool and both PRT and SPT sequencing rules are applied together with 

continually monitoring of shop floor status. However, Slar method shows its 

ineffectiveness in the comparison case which is not designed under a pure job shop. It 

can conclude as that Slar method is only effective when it fulfills the two 

prerequisites: 

 All the stations have the same probabilities to be visited 

 Processing time is constant for all the operations of different jobs. 

 

In addition, Slar is hard to harmonize with the material delivery planning in practice 

due to the application of both PRT and SPT sequencing rules. And the release 

principle of Slar method might be totally interrupted and ineffective by the material 

vacancy.  

 

The proposed release mechanism of EPS is a combination of norm setting release 

method and application of due date differentiation, ensuring the punctuality of 

material delivery by the communication between agents. And two preconditions for 

application of the release mechanism are that required module and materials are ready 

on the shop floor. The general release principles here are: 

 

 If there are both urgent job and non-urgent job fulfill the release conditions at the 

same time, release priority belongs to the urgent jobs. 

 If there are more than one urgent jobs fulfill the release conditions at the same 

time, release priority belongs to the one with largest backorder cost.  
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 If there are more than one non-urgent jobs fulfill the release conditions at the 

same time, release priority belongs to the one with least inventory cost.  

 

Except workload control methodology, material handling tool and integrated material 

handling system are essential to guarantee delivery accuracy in material delivery 

planning.  

 

AGV is suggested as the transportation tool in EPS because of its flexibility. The main 

advantages gained from the application of AGVs in the production system are: 

 

 Improved utilization of machine and material handling system 

 Reduced possibility of collision and product damage 

 Improved routing flexibility 

 Reduced waste time in the transportation and waiting 

 

Five types of intelligent agents are designed in the material handling system: Feeding 

Agent, Order Entry Agent, Information Feedback Agent, Job Release Agent and 

Configuration Agent. Delivery accuracy is achieved through the communication 

among RA, AGV and JRA by the information matrix, which contains information of 

required material type and amount. 

 

Except setting an optimal norm level, proper system capacity is another solution 

balance the relationship between demand and capacity. Due to the quick 

reconfiguration of EPS, capacity can be adjusted flexibly to adapt the dynamic 

environment. Finally, the connection between demand and capacity is built by 

comparing total required processing time and total available working time of the 

corresponding module. 

 

Concluding the presented thesis aims to solve the problem how the materials deliver 

from inventory to the shop floor with accuracy and punctuality based on the 
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understanding of EPS. The suggested methodology is based on literature study and 

analysis of traditional manufacturing systems and similar multi-agent structure 

systems.  
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6. FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

The thesis proposed an agent-based material planning for evolvable production 

system. The three“right criterions”relies on the cooperation among feeding agent (FA), 

order entry agent (OEA), information feedback agent (IFA), job release agent (JRA) 

and capacity control agent (CCA)and each type of the agent dedicates different 

responsibilities and functions.  

 

The agents are not generated because of time limitation and programming work of the 

whole planning is not considered in the thesis since programming of the material 

planning relies on the agent generation. Further research is needed to present the agent 

behaviors and visualize the material planning.  
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